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Abstract: The peer-t o-peer servi ce h as entered the p ublic li melight over the last few years. Several research projects
are u nd erw a y o n peer -t o -p eer tech no l og ies, b ut n o defi nit i ve co n cl u si o n i s cu rren tl y avai l ab le. C o mp a ri n g
to t ra diti o n al server -cli en t t ech n ol og y on t h e i nt ern et , t he P2 P t ech n ol og y ha s capabiliti es to realize hig hly
scalabl e, exten sible and effi cient dist ribut ed application s. At the sa me ti me mobil e netw orks such a s WAP, wirel ess
LAN and Blueto oth ha ve b een developing at breakneck speed. Demand for using peer-to-peer applications over PDAs
and cellular phones is increasing. The purpose of this study is to explore a mobile peer-to-peer network architecture
where a va riety o f devices co mmunication s each other over a variety of networks. Mobility in Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
networking has become a popular research area in recent years. One of the new ideas has been how P2P would suit for
cellular networks. In this case, Mobile Peer-to-Peer (MP2P) presents not only technical but also business and legal
challenges.we propose the architecture well-ad apted to mo bile devices and mobil e net work. In P2P content sharing
service in mobile cellular networks, the bottleneck of file transfer speed is usually the downlink bandwidth of the receiver
rather than the uplink bandwidth of the senders. In this paper we consider the impact of reduction bandwidth on file transfer
speed and propose two novel peer selection algorithms named DBaT-B and DBaT-N, which are designed for two different
cases of the requesting peer’s demand respectively. Our algorithms take the requesting peer’s reduction bandwidth as the
target of the sum of the selected peers’ uplink bandwidth. To ensure load balance on cells, they will first choose a cell wit h
the lowest traffic load before choosing each peer.
Keywords -Network Security; P2P; mobile cellular networks; peer selection; load balance; downlink bandwidth limitation.

In the cooperated network, the server-client technology
has been used as the traditional way to handle network
resources and provide Internet services. It has advantages
to regulate Internet services by only maintain limited
number of central servers. As a result, peer-to-peer
technology has become popular and has been used in
networks which manage vast amounts of data daily, and
balance the load over a large nu mber of servers.

This should be taken into account when developing
systems which will work in a mobile environment.
Additionally, various wireless have been emerg ing of
network environ ments such as IMT-2000 (International
Mobile Teleco mmunicat ions-2000, for examp le FOMA),
Wireless LA N and Bluetooth, and users can select them
to satisfy their network demands. In the near future, an
environment where many sensors, users and different
kind of objects exist, move and communicate with one
another,
called
“ubiquitous
communicat ion
environment”, will appear.

At the same time, mob ile Internet services have become
very popular. In the past four years, the market of mobile
Internet services has considerably grown successful in
Japan where imode is the most famous examp le. The
mobile environment is different fro m the fixed Internet
in that it is an extremely constrained environment, in
terms of both commun ication and terminal capabilities.

In this paper we study the problems of peer selection in
P2P file sharing systems over mobile cellular networks
with consideration of downlink bandwidth limitation.
Our motivation is that, since the file transfer speed is
limited by the requesting peer’s downlink bandwidth,
some other performance indicator such as load balance
on cells should be focused on. So our goal is to achieve

1. INTRODUCTION
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load balance on cells under the precondition that the
requesting peer’s demand is satisfied. In P2P file sharing
systems the requesting peer’s demand can be divided
into two cases, one is that the requesting peer demands a
lower bound of the sum of the selected peers’ uplink
bandwidth (as in some P2P media sharing systems [5]),
and the other is that the requesting peer demands a
certain number of selected peers (denoted as Num want
in Bit Torrent Tracker protocol [6]). We consider the two
cases both and propose two algorithms for the two cases
respectively. The first one is named DBaT-B (Down link
Bandwidth as Target, Bandwidth satisfied), and the
second one is named DBaT-N (Do wnlink Bandwidth as
Target, Number satisfied). Major features of our
algorith ms can be described as follows. First, they take
the requesting peer’s downlink bandwidth as the target of
the sum of the selected peers’ uplink bandwidth. Second,
they choose a cell with the lowest traffic load before
choosing each peer. Difference of the two algorith ms lies
in using different criteria in each peer selection round to
satisfy the different demand. Moreover, we also provide
a Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM ) [7] that can be used in
our algorith ms to estimate peers’ service ability
according to mult iple influential factors. Simulat ion
results show that in respective cases DBaT-B and DBaTN algorith ms can both achieve favorable load balance on
cells in mob ile cellular networks while ensuring good
file transfer speed, and compared with other two
traditional peer selection algorithms our algorithms are
nice imp rovements.

The proposed mobile peer-to-peer architecture is shown
in Fig. 1. A ll of the peer-to-peer co mmunicat ion entities
that have a common set of interest and obey a common
set of policies construct one peer-to-peer community.
This architecture consists of the following basic
components:
Peer-to-peer node: The peer-to-peer node is an
independent communication entity in the peer-to-peer
network.
Mobile proxy: Theoretically, all the mobile devices (e.g.
WAP or i-mode terminals) can be independent nodes in
the peer-to peer architecture. However some of them are
functionally limited and cannot act as autonomous nodes.
The mobile pro xy is a function in a node, which acts as a
proxy for the mobile devices with constrained capability,
so that these mobile devices can join the peer-to-peer
architecture.
Pure peer-to-peer architecture: There are only peer-topeer nodes in the pure peer-to-peer architecture. The
proposed pure peer-to-peer architecture is shown in Fig.
2 (a). The connection between peer-to-peer nodes is
established on their mutual trust. Each peer-to-peer node
is an independent entity and can participate in and leave
the peer-to-peer network at its convenience. Messages
are sent from a peer-to-peer node to another one directly
or by passing them via some intermediary peer-to-peer
nodes.

The principal goal of our work is thus to design a mobile
peer-to-peer architecture and a general peer-to-peer
platform that enhances communication capabilit ies for
mobile clients, by utilizing network resources efficiently
and supporting mobility in an integrated and practical
way.
The rest of this paper is organized as fo llows. Section 2
gives an overview of our peer-to-peer architecture,
describes each key element of our architecture and
mobile device adaptation. Section 3 describes the
Algorith m design. We introduce DBAT-B and DBAT-N
algorith ms in detail. Section 4 we present the FCM that
can be used in our algorith ms. In Section 5 we evaluate
the performance of our algorith ms through simu lations.
Finally we give out conclusions for this paper.

2. ARCHITECTURE
A. Architecture overview
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device, such as a cellular phone, may have enough
capabilit ies to act as an independent peer-to-peer node in
the future, it still has the following limitations at this
time:
• Limited storage
• Small runtime heap
• Modest processor performance
• Constrained electrical power

Hybrid peer-to-peer architecture: The hybrid peer-topeer architecture resolves the disadvantages of the pure
peer-to-peer architecture such as inefficient routing,
splits of network and lack of security, by introducing a
control node. The proposed hybrid peer-to-peer
architecture is shown Fig. 2 (b). In our architecture, the
control node provides the functions for providing routing
informat ion to a destination node, discovering the first
peer-to-peer node, recovering from the splitting of the
peer-to-peer network, improving the network topology
and security such as authentication, in order to improve
the inefficiency of the pure peer-to-peer architecture. To
realize the hybrid peer-to-peer architecture, the control
node and the gateway node are defined.

Thus, a current mobile device can’t fu lly perform the
role of a peer-to-peer node that offers services to other
peer-to-peer nodes in a peer-to-peer network. In order to
incorporate a mob ile device into a peer-to-peer network,
some functions must be done by other nodes on behalf of
a mobile device. Through the cooperation of a mobile
proxy, a mobile device can virtually act as a peer-to-peer
node and can perform the necessary functions in the
peer-to-peer architecture. Fro m the point of view of the
peer-to-peer architecture, mobile devices are modeled in
the three ways.
In Fig.3 (a), mobile devices share the same proxy node.
Fro m the point of view of the network, the mobile pro xy
acts as one peer-to-peer node. In Fig. 3(b), a mobile
device has its own node name and acts as a separate
peer-to-peer node in the peer-to-peer architecture.

Control node: Control node is an administrative entity
which manages a peer-to-peer community in the peer-topeer network. It provides several functions independent
of particular applications such as name resolution, route
informat ion provision, the first per-to-peer discovery,
network topology optimization, node authentication and
mu lticast group management.
Gateway node: Gateway node is a connection entity
lin king between a pure peer-to-peer network and a
hybrid peer-to-peer network. It provides for nodes in
pure peer-to-peer network with several pro xy functions
such as routing informat ion provision, node
authentication, and multicast group management. A
control node receives a request from a peer-to-peer node
and provides it with routing information, topology
optimization function and s ecurity function. A gateway
node collects topology information on a pure peer-topeer network and reports it to the control node.
B. Mobile Device Adaptation
Another distinct characteristic of this architecture is that
it allo ws mobile devices to take part in the peer-to-peer
network v ia a mob ile pro xy node. While a mobile

Figure 3: Mobile Dev ice Adaptation
For realizing this type of mobile pro xy, so me pro xy
functions should be implemented on Node C such as
transforming a message received fro m a mobile device
into a message of a peer-to-peer protocol. In Fig. 3(c), a
pair of a mobile device and a proxy function constructs a
peer-to-peer node in the peer-to-peer architecture. In this
case, a mobile device has its own node name, and acts as
a separate node through a mobile pro xy. The mobile
proxy does not act as an independent node. It will be
decided by requirements of peer- to- peer applications, as
to which type of mobile pro xy model will be preferable.
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3. DBAT ALGORITHMS
In this section we depict the details about DBaT-B and
DBaT-N algorith ms, which can be denoted as DBaT
algorith ms as a whole. Due to the existence of downlink
bandwidth limitation, it is unnecessary to always choose
peers with high uplink bandwidth. So DBaT algorith ms
take the requesting peer’s downlink bandwidth as the
target of the sum of the selected peers’ uplink bandwidth.
Besides, to ensure load balance on cells, DBaT
algorith ms will first choose a cell with the lowest traffic
load before choosing a peer.
In DBaT algorith ms service ability is used as one of the
criteria for peer selection. As we have mentioned before,
in mobile environ ments estimation of peers’ service
ability is comp licated since it is influenced by mult iple
factors. In this section we just focus on the details of
DBaT algorith ms. A method about how to estimate
peers’ service ability in P2P file sharing systems over
mobile cellular networks will be provided in next
section. Here we list the common notations used in this
section and their meanings:

The traffic load on a cell is defined as the ratio of the
current used radio bandwidth over the total radio
bandwidth of the base station in the cell. For examp le,
assuming that the current used radio bandwidth of a 3G
base station is 1.2Mbps, the traffic load on this cell is 0.6
since the maximu m radio bandwidth provided by this 3G
base station is 2Mbps.Obviously the value of traffic load
on a cell ranges fro m 0 to 1.

3.1 DBAT-B ALGORITHM
DBaT-B algorith m is designed for the case that the
requesting peer demands a lower bound (denoted as Bd)
of the sum of the selected peers’ uplin k bandwidth. The
relationship between Bd and Br can be discussed as
follows. On one hand, if Bd is higher than Br, it makes
no sense due to the performance limitation imposed by
Br. On the other hand, if Bd is lo wer than
Br, we can easily take Bd as Br and DBaT-B algorith m
still works. Here we list the notations used in this
subsection and their mean ings:

• Bs: Su m of the estimated uplin k bandwidth of the
selected peers. Initial value of Bs is 0.
• ΔB: Difference between Br and Bs, more specifically,
ΔB = Bs – Br.
In more detail, DB aT-B algorithm works in the
following steps:
Step 1. Choose a cell:
1-1. Sort the cells according to the traffic load;
1-2. Choose a cell with the lowest traffic load, go to Step
2.
Step 2. Check all the peers in this cell with Bpa and |ΔB|:
2-1. Co mpare the values of Bpa of all the candidate peers
in this cell with |ΔB|;
2-2. If there is no peer satisfying Bp a > |ΔB|, go to Step
3, otherwise go to Step 4.
Step 3. Choose a peer in this cell according to service
ability:
3-1. Choose a peer with the highest service ability in this
cell;
3-2. Calcu late Lest for this cell according to (1),
calculate Bpe according to (2);
3-3. Recalculate Bs and ΔB, go to Step 1.
Step 4. Check all the peers in this cell with Bpe and |ΔB|:
4-1. Ca lculate the value of Lest and Bpe for each
candidate peer that satisfies Bp a > |ΔB| in this cell;
4-2. Co mpare the values of Bpe of all the peers that
satisfy Bp a > |ΔB| in this cell with |ΔB|;
4-3. If there is no peer satisfying Bpe > |ΔB|, go to Step
3, otherwise go to Step 5.
Step 5. Choose a peer in this cell according to service
ability, Bpe and |ΔB|:
5-1. Choose a peer with the highest value of estimated
service ability fro m the peers that satisfy Bpe > |ΔB| in
this cell;
5-2. Recalculate Bs and ΔB, end the peer selection
process.

3.2 DBAT -N ALGORITHM
DBaT-N algorith m is designed for the case that the
requesting peer demands a certain number of selected
peers. In traditional fixed network environ ments, file
transfer speed usually increases with more serving peers.
However, in mobile cellular network environments, file
transfer speed may not increase as the number of serving
peers increases because it would be bottlenecked by the
downlink bandwidth limitation. So the motivation of
DBaT-N is to choose a certain number of selected peers
whose sum of uplink bandwidth is fitly over Br. Here we
list the notations used in this subsection and their
mean ings:
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this case, the algorith m will take k as K in Step 4.
Moreover, it is also possible that the value of k is 0.

4. FCM FOR ESTIMATION OF
PEERS’ SERVICE ABILITY

In each peer selection round, Bref can be seen as a fixed
target of the selected peer’s uplink bandwidth, B’ can be
seen as the actually used target of the s elected peer’s
uplink bandwidth since it represents the adjustment of
Bref after last peer selection round, and Δb is used to
record the value difference between B’ and a candidate
peer’s estimated uplin k bandwidth. So, the basic idea of
DBaT-N can be described as follows. In each peer
selection round DBaT-N chooses a peer with uplink
bandwidth close to B’, and in the last round it chooses a
peer that makes the sum of selected peers’ uplink
bandwidth fitly over Br according to Δb.
In more detail, DBaT-N algorithm works in the
following steps:
Step 1. Choose a cell:
1-1. Sort the cells according to the traffic load;
1-2. Choose a cell with the lowest traffic load, go to Step 2.
Step 2. Calcu late Δb for each peer in this cell:
2-1. Calculate the value of Lest and Bpe for each
candidate peer in this cell;
2-2. Calcu late B’ = Bref - Δb, then calculate Δb = BpeB’ for each candidate peer in this cell;
2-3. Check the value of n, if n > 1, go to Step 3, if n= 1,
go to Step 4.
Step 3. Choose a peer according to service ability, K
3-1. Choose a peer with the highest estimated service
ability fro m the K peers that have the lowest values of
|Δb | in this cell;
3-2. Record the value of Bpe and Lest for this peer,
record the value of Δb, let n = n – 1, go to Step 1.
Step 4. Choose a peer according to service ability, K and
Δb:
4-1. Choose a peer with the highest estimated service
ability fro m the K peers that have the
lowest values of Δb and satisfy Δb > 0 in this cell;
4-2. Record the value of Bp e and Lest for this peer,
record the value of Δb, end the peer selection process.
In Step 4, it is possible that the number of peers
satisfying Δb > 0 (denoted as k here) is lower than K. In

Service ab ility in environments of mobile cellu lar
networks:
• Uplink Bandwidth. A peer’s uplink bandwidth has
direct and great impact on its service ability.
• Delay. The delay between a peer and the requesting
client will affect the peer’s service ability to some extent.
• Packet Loss Probability. According to our simu lations,
Packet loss probability on the lin k between a peer and
the requesting client impacts the peer’s service ability
greatly.
• SINR. SINR (Signal to Interference and Noise Rat io)
value of a radio link can indicate the radio lin k quality
which has a direct impact on the packet loss probability
of the lin k.
• Energy Level. Since the battery energy is relatively
limited on mobile hosts, the energy level has a direct
impact on peer churn probability which greatly affects
the peer’s service ability. Moreover, a peer with higher
energy level is expected to stay longer.
• Lingering Time. As in we assume that if a peer stays
longer its peer churn probability is lower.
• Moving Speed. In mobile environments, a higher
moving speed usually means a lower rad io lin k quality,
and thus means a higher packet loss probability.
Moreover, a peer with higher moving speed often has
higher cell handover probability which affects its service
ability to some extent.

4.1 Simple P2P Protocol for Cellular Phones
We have designed the P2P protocol for cellu lar phones
with a simp le text format over HTTP, since they can
only support HTTP and cannot process the protocol
based on XML. The P2P protocol for cellu lar phones is
provided by mobile pro xy. Each mobile pro xy acts as a
virtual peer-to-peer node for a cellular phone and
converts the XML based P2P protocol to the simple P2P
protocol for the cellular phone. An example of a P2P
message for cellu lar phone is shown in Figure 4. A
message included in the HTTP body, is written in a
simp le text format and is composed of two parts. The
first part of the message corresponds to the P2P core
protocol, and the second part corresponds to the
application protocol.
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P2PFRM 92
Source: Node ID of source node
M ulticastGroupID: ID of multicast group
ApplicationURI:
http://www.mml.yrp.nttdocomo.co.jp/ED/2003/03/p2p_in
stantmsg_app
InstantM essage
UserM essage: Hello All!
FRM END

Figure 4: A sample of P2P message for cellular Phone

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section we evaluate the performance of DBaT
algorith ms on our simulat ion platform built upon
OMNet++. Net work topology used in the simu lations is
shown. Where there are 20 cells in total. As shown in
Fig. 4, we adopt Bit Torrent-like [6] architecture for the
P2P systems used in our simu lations.
5.1 Simulati on Settings
In our simulat ions, to simu late a relatively realistic and
moderate init ial status, the initial traffic load on each cell
is randomly generated in the range of [0.25, 0.75]. The
number of requesting peer is 10, and each requesting
peer has 100 candidate peers. So there are totally 1000
candidate peers that are randomly distributed in 20 cells.
Some parameters of each candidate peer are set as
follows.
The delay between a candidate peer and the requesting
peer is randomly generated in the range fro m 0 to 500ms.
The SINR value of a rad io link is randomly generated in
the range from 0 to 100d B. The energy level is randomly
generated in the range from 0 to 5. The lingering time is
generated by a random number in combination with the
value of the energy level, and has a range from 0 to 5
hours. The packet loss probability of each radio lin k is
generated by a random number in combination with the
SINR value and the value of the moving speed, and has a
range of [0.001, 0.01].

Figure 5 .FCM fo r P2P systems over mobile cellular
networks
Moreover, during the data transmission process, each
serving peer has a probability of peer churn, which is
generated by the value of the energy level in
combination with the value of the lingering time. After a
peer churn happens, the churned peer will leave the
system, and the requesting peer will ask the tracker to
return a new serving peer to get the remain ing data.
Furthermore, each serving peer also has a probability of
moving to a neighboring cell, which is called cell
handover probability and is generated by the value of the
moving speed in comb ination with a random nu mber.
After a serving peer move to a neighboring cell, its
parameters including delay, SINR value and packet loss
probability will be regenerated. We evaluate the
performance of DBaT algorith ms using a BT -like file
sharing process. First, the 10 requesting peers join in the
system and send requests for files to the Tracker
simu ltaneously. Second, the Tracker performs the same
peer selection algorithm for the 10 requesting peers and
returns them a peer list respectively. Finally, the 10
requesting peers receive a file fro m their own serving
peers respectively. We record the average transfer time
of the 10 files and the Standard Deviation (SD) of the
traffic load on the 20 cells during the file sharing
process.
5.2 Case I: A Lower Bound of the Sum of the Selected
Peers’ Uplink Bandwi dth is demanded
In this subsection we consider the case that the
requesting peer demands a lower bound of the sum of the
selected peers’ uplink bandwidth. We co mpare the
performance of DBaT-B algorith m with other two
algorith ms. One is called HSA-B Highest Service
Ability, Bandwidth satisfied), and the other is called RS B (Random Selection, Bandwidth satisfied). HSA -B is in
fact the same with the peer selection algorithm that
always chooses peers with the highest service ability [5],
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6. CONCLUSION

and RS-B is in fact the traditional peer selection
algorith m used in BitTorrent that chooses peers
randomly [6].
Fig. 6 shows the simulation results under the scenario of
3G networks when the downlink bandwidth of each
requesting peer ranges from 200Kbps to 1Mbps. The
results can be observed and analyzed as follows.

Figure 6: Simulat ion results under the 3G scenario in
case I
First, with any value of the downlink bandwidth, the SD
value of DBaT-B is much (at least 66%) lo wer than those
of HSA-B and RS-B. Th is indicates that DBaT-B
achieves much better load balance on the 20 cells than
the other two algorithms. Second, with any value of the
downlink bandwidth, the average file transfer time of
RS-B is obviously (at least 33%) higher than that of
DBaT-B or HSA-B. This indicates that the service ability
of the serving peers chosen by RS-B is still lo wer than
those chosen by DBaT-B or HSA-B, although the sum of
their uplin k bandwidth is over the downlink bandwidth
of each requesting peer. Third, as the downlink
bandwidth increases, the difference between the average
file transfer time of DBaT-B and that of HSA-B gets
smaller. This can be explained as follows. When the
downlink bandwidth is small, the nu mber of serving
peers in the system will not be great.

In this paper we studied the problems of peer selection in
P2P file sharing service over mobile cellu lar networks
with consideration of downlink bandwidth limitation.
Our major contribution was to propose two peer
selection algorith ms (named DBaT -B and DBaT-N) that
can achieve load balance on cells under the precondition
that the requesting peer’s demand is satisfied. The two
algorith ms were designed for two different cases of the
requesting peer’s demand respectively. Our algorith ms
take the requesting peer’s downlink bandwidth as the
target of the sum of the selected peers’ uplink bandwidth.
Co mpared with the traditional HSA and RS algorithms,
our DBaT algorith ms can achieve much better load
balance on cells, and they can also achieve file sharing
speed better than that of RS, or similar with that of HSA,
especially when the traffic load on cells is relatively
high. So our algorithms can be seen as nice
improvements. Peer-to-peer security will be an important
issue for such an environment. We are considering the
incorporation of peer-to-peer security into our mobile
peer-to-peer architecture. Additionally, we continue to
develop new mobile peer-to-peer applications and will
evaluate efficiency and performance of our peer-to-peer
protocols.
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